Domestic Violence Firearms Laws: Federal and Virginia

Too many Virginians die from intimate partner related homicide. Research shows that when an abusive partner has access to a firearm, the risk the other partner will die increases more than five-fold.\(^1\) As such, laws that reduce abusers’ access to firearms may reduce intimate partner related homicide.

Federal Law

Federal law prohibits persons subject to final domestic violence protective orders as well as persons convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic violence from purchasing or possessing firearms.\(^2\) Unfortunately, federal law enforcement agencies rarely attempt to prosecute people under these statutes.

Virginia Law

Virginia law prohibits anyone subject to a domestic violence protective order, including an order where the abuser was given notice of the hearing and was not present at the hearing, from purchasing or transporting a firearm while the order is in effect.\(^3\)

In 2016, Virginia passed a law that prohibits individuals subject to final family abuse protective orders from possessing firearms for the duration of the order. Within 24 hours of service of the order, the person subject to the order must sell or surrender the firearm to any person not prohibited from possessing the firearm.\(^4\)

Loopholes in Virginia Law

Unfortunately, Virginia law does not:

- Prohibit subjects of nine other types of protective orders from possessing firearms or require persons subject to those orders to surrender their firearms for the duration of the order.
- Prohibit persons convicted of a domestic violence misdemeanor from purchasing, possessing, or transporting firearms.
- Require courts to notify those subject to a domestic violence protective order or convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic violence when they become prohibited from possessing firearms under federal law.
- Explicitly authorize or require removal of firearms or ammunition at the scene of a domestic violence incident.
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Policy Recommendations for Virginia

To address loopholes in Virginia law, the Educational Fund to Stop Gun Violence recommends, as a starting place, the following policies be implemented to keep guns out of the hands of domestic abusers:

1. Prohibit subjects of all protective orders from possessing firearms and require subjects of all protective orders to surrender any firearms they own or possess to law enforcement for the duration of the order.
2. Prohibit individuals convicted of domestic violence misdemeanors from purchasing, possessing or transporting firearms.
3. Require courts to notify those subject to a domestic violence protective order or convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic violence when they become prohibited from possessing firearms under federal law.
4. Explicitly authorize or require removal of firearms or ammunition at the scene of a domestic violence incident.

Additional Resources


About the Ed Fund

The Educational Fund to Stop Gun Violence (Ed Fund) was founded in 1978 as a 501(c)(3) organization that makes communities safer by working to reduce gun violence. The Ed Fund achieves this by engaging in policy development, advocacy, community and stakeholder engagement, and technical assistance.

4 Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-308.1:4(B)(West)